
 

 

 

SMC Product(s) China Compulsory Certification (CCC) Applicability Evaluation 
 

This letter is to certify that the products other than those listed in Table 1 and 2 are not subject to the 

Compulsory Certification Item List published by the General Administration of Quality Supervision and 

Inspection and Quarantine of the People’s Republic of China (AQSIQ), and are permitted to be exported, 

distributed and sold to/in China without certification or application for exemption. 
 

The SMC products applicable to this certification are only switches with a rated voltage of 36VDC or more 

listed in Table 1. However, the applicable switches may be permitted to be exported, distributed and sold to/in 

China using their standard part numbers without prefix “3C” if they are assembled to equipment as a 

component or enclosed with an actuator in the packaging. Please confirm by yourself with the Inspection and 

Quarantine of the People’s Republic of China in the export region, with regards to necessity of certification for 

each type of your equipment. 
 

 [Explanation of symbols in the list]  

･The mark “ * ” stands for any number of additional alphanumeric characters or symbols. 

･The mark “ / ” is used to separate one product number from another 

 

Table 1. List of Products Subject to CCC and Those with CCC Certification [including specials]  

No. HS code Description Part number (Note 1) 

166 85365000 

Reed auto switch 

3C-D-90A*/3C-D-93A*/3C-D-A34(A)/3C-D-A44(A)/3C-D-A54*/3C-D-A64* 
3C-D-A34C-*/3C-D-A44C-* 

3C-D-A72(H)*/3C-D-A73(H)* 

3C-D-A80(H)*/3C-D-A90(V)*/3C-D-A93(V)*/3C-D-B30/3C-D-B30J* 

3C-D-B31/3C-D-B31J*/3C-D-B54*/3C-D-B64*/3C-D-B73*/3C-D-B80* 

3C-D-C73*/3C-D-C80* 

3C-D-E73A*/3C-D-E80A* 

3C-D-P70*/3C-D-P74*/3C-D-P80* 

3C-D-R731*/3C-D-R732*/3C-D-R801*/3C-D-R802* 

3C-D-Z72*/3C-D-Z73*/3C-D-Z80* 

Pressure switch 
3C-IS1000*/3C-IS3000*/3C-ISG*/3C-IS2761-*/3C-IS10* 

3C-IS100-*/3C-IS101-*/3C-IS112-*/3C-IS113-*/3C-IS114-* 

Pressure gauge with switch 3C-GP46-* 

Flow switch 3C-IF3*/3C-IFW5* 

Pneumatic-electric Relay 3C-VR320* 

Note1) Products with standard product numbers (i.e., without “3C-“; for example, “D-A34*” in contrast to “3C-D-A34*”) 

cannot be exported to, or distributed or sold in China as separate items. The items can, however, be exported, distributed 
and sold in China when incorporated into a cylinder or device (including being packed together).  

 

Table 2. List of products that are not permitted to be exported, distributed and sold to/in China 

individually (CCC uncertified products) 
No. HS code Description Part number (Note 2) 

166 85365000 

Pressure switch 15*/27*/XT15-*/INA-15-*/XT227-*/ISC*/ISL*/IS-T* 

Solid state auto switch D-J51* 

Float switch 
81021-31-*/81021-35-*/INA-47-*/XT47-* 

IS400-*/IS410-*/IS420-*/IS430-*/IS440-* 

Flow switch IFA* 

Differential pressure switch OPL* 

Differential pressure switch (accessory) CB-*( Differential switch display is removed)  

Note2) The listed products are applicable to CCC, but not certified. Therefore, they are not permitted to be exported, 

distributed and sold to/in China individually. They may be permitted to be exported, distributed and sold to/in China when 

they are assembled (enclosed in packaging) to equipment. 
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